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1 Introduction

3 Weapons

Combat PatrolTM provides a comprehensive set of
rules for skirmishes set in World War II.
This
supplement provides guidance for adapting the rules
to small-scale actions in the Napoleonic era including
the War of 1812. This Napoleonic supplement is
envisioned as the first in a series of Horse and Musket
era supplements that will cover other periods such as
the American Civil War, various Colonial Wars, the
Seven Years War, or the Pike and Shot period.

Obviously, Napoleonic era weapons have very different
characteristics than World War II weapons. For
Napoleonic scenarios use the weapon ratings in Table
1 - Napoleonic Era Weapons Data.

Table 1 - Napoleonic Era Weapons Data
Napoleonic Era Weapons Data
Weapon

PatrolTM

In adapting Combat
from the second world
war to the Napoleonic era requires that five principle
things be addressed: organization, weapons, close
order formations, artillery, and mounted troops. The
following sections explain how to handle them in
Combat PatrolTM.

Short Medium Long Reload HtH

Pistol

2

4

8

Yes

0

Carbine

4

8

16

Yes

1

Musket

5

10

20

Yes

1

Rifle

9

18

36

Yes

1

2 Order of Battle

Bayonet

The basic tactical unit of Combat PatrolTM, a fire team
of about five men, has no direct equivalent in the horse
and musket era. The closest equivalent is the section,
eight to twelve men led by a corporal, which was an
administrative, not tactical, unit. Though this unit
would only fight as part of its parent company and
battalion in battle, this is the unit that might be sent to
forage in a town or secure a farmstead. Since these are
the types of scenarios that will be played at the
skirmish level, sections are the basic unit in Combat
PatrolTM: Horse and Musket. For multiple players it
is recommended that you organize the game with a
company captain as overall commander and two or
three lieutenants as platoon commanders, each with
two or three sections led by sergeants or corporals.
(You might want to use sergeants because you have
sergeant figures, but not corporals.) This imposes a
slightly anachronistic World War 2 like organization,
but it is an acceptable compromise for playability.

Bow

when affixed to musket or rifle
6

12

24

No

moving (not moving)

Lance

+1
1
3 (1)

Sword

-

-

-

-

2

Hatchet or
Tomahawk

-

-

-

-

1

Axe

-

-

-

-

3

Note: bayonets have no HtH value themselves, but they
provide an additional +1 to the HtH of a musket or carbine
when affixed.

3.1 Reload
The reload column indicates whether the weapon
needs an action to reload it after firing. When a figure
fires one of these weapons put a marker on the figure
as for Out of Ammunition (section 1.5.7 of the Combat
Patrol™: World War II rulebook). A white pipe
cleaner or small cotton ball suggestive of smoke is
useful for this purpose. The figure needs to use an
action to remove this marker before it can fire its
weapon again.

Alternatively you might want to play slightly larger
actions involving multiple companies. To do this you
should scale (or ‘bathtub’) the scenario so that a
company is represented by ten figures. Using this
organization units would be led by captains, grouped
into half battalions (three or four companies) under a
major, with the overall commander being the battalion
colonel.

The reload action represents the fact that a man with
a muzzle-loading weapon is vulnerable after firing his
weapon and that keeping some figures ready to fire is
an important game consideration. There is no intent to
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represent a precise timeline in reloading; therefore,
muskets and rifles both require one action to reload.

4 Leaders and Morale
The following optional rule from the base Combat
PatrolTM rulebook (section 3.14) is repeated below.
This optional rule from the base rulebook is used in
Horse and Musket games.

3.2 Out of Ammunition Result
In Section 1.5.7 of the base Combat PatrolTM system,
the “Out of Ammunition” result represents soldiers
emptying a clip or belt in the middle of a firefight and,
to some extent, jamming or other mechanical issues.
Troops with muzzle loading weapons need to reload
after every shot, so clip changing is irrelevant and the
“Out of Ammunition” only represents misfires, loose
flints, etc. So, when an “Out of Ammunition” results
from shooting, consult the hit randomizer number on
that Action Card. If the hit randomizer number is even
the figure’s weapon misfired and he will need to spend
an additional action preparing his weapon to fire
again. Indicate this by putting an additional reload
marker on the figure. If the hit randomizer number is
odd the result is simply a miss.

3.14 Leaders and Morale
When a unit’s leader is present in a unit and is not
stunned, he may have a positive impact on the morale
of their units by removing morale markers before the
unit makes morale checks. The player has the option
of whether to exercise this ability or not in any given
activation, but he must decide before making any
morale checks. If the leader removes morale markers,
his men must apply the “column shift” for the leader
not being present when they fire later in the
activation.
The magnitude of the effect is determined by the Guts
attribute of the leader. Elite leaders remove up to two
morale markers, and Regular leaders remove one
morale marker. Green leaders think enviously of the
day they are Regular and are able to exercise this
impact on their men.

3.3 Endurance Attribute
In Combat PatrolTM World War II the Endurance
attribute is typically set to 3. As in the base rules,
attribute values for Napoleonic games are set at the
scenario designer’s discretion. For the supplement
play tests Endurance was set at 2. This reflects the
greater damage done to a human body by half-inch
lead balls and bayonets. We recommend players to use
2 as the Endurance attribute for Horse and Musket
games.

As an example, if a unit led by an Elite leader had
three morale markers, the leader could remove two of
them, so the unit would only have to make one morale
check. If a unit led by a Regular leader had one morale
marker, the leader could remove it, so that the unit
would not have to make any morale markers.

5 Close Order Troops
Close order formations were an integral part of
Napoleonic warfare. In the small skirmishes
represented by Combat Patrol™: Horse and Musket,
units represent foraging parties, security details,
convoy guards, and other small groups. Groups of
this nature typically fight in open order; however,
there will be occasions, such as the presence of
cavalry, when small units will move and fight in close
order.
The representation of close order fighting is probably
the most significant difference between this
supplement and the base rules. There are a number of
important nuances to these rules, so please read them
carefully and refer to them during your first game.

Note: the rules for close order units apply to mounted
as well as foot units.

5.1 Close Order Definitions
Close order – figures are considered to be in a close
order when four or more figures have their
bases touching.
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Open order – any figures (including partial units) that
do not meet the above condition.

A close order units may change the direction, but no
figure may move more than the maximum movement
distance indicated on the Action Card. A unit in line
that wheels from one end or pivots on its center would
measure the distance traveled by the figure on the
outside of the turn and any remaining distance can be
used as forward movement by the unit, as shown in
Figure 2.

The close order rules below apply to any group of
figures, mounted or dismounted, that meets the above
condition, including partial units, as shown in Figure
1.

Figure 2: A unit in close order may change facing,
but no figure may move more than the maximum
distanced indicated on the unit’s Action Card. The
regular infantry unit shown in close order draws an
Action Card for movement, resulting in a seven. It
first wheels to the left, with the rightmost figure
moving four inches. It then uses the remaining
three inches to advance.

Figure 1: Examples of Close Order. In unit "A", only
four figures are considered to be in close order. Units
“B” and “C” are entirely in close order. Unit “B” is in a
single rank. Unit “C” is in two ranks.

5.2 Formation change

Close order units in woods or rough terrain (any
terrain that halves movement in the base rules) move
at one quarter of the distance indicated on the Action
Card. Movement is prorated, so that movement is
quartered in rough terrain, but at the normal rate in
the open. This quartering of movement applies to
units in close order; the normal halving of movement
applies to units in open order.

There is really no concept of “formation,” per se, in
Combat Patrol™: Horse and Musket, merely the
notion of close an open order.
Units change
“formation” from open to close order, column to line,
and from open order to close order, adding open order
figures to a close order portion of the unit, etc., by
individual figure movement. Move individual figures
where you want them in the new formation up to the
maximum movement allowance for the unit. No figure
may move more than the distance of the unit’s
movement result on the Action Card.

If a unit moves to contact with an enemy it must be in
close order for at least the last 4 inches of movement
to apply the close order hand-to-hand modifier as
described in section 5.4.1.

5.3 Close Order Movement
Units in close order apply the movement modifiers
below. Other movement modifiers in the base rules
apply, also, though a unit obviously cannot move
through a door or window in close order. Close order
movement is summarized on the Unit Record card for
this supplement.

5.4 Close Order Combat
5.4.1

Movement Modifiers (cumulative):
•
•

Hand to Hand

Figures that satisfy the close order definition above,
including the last 4 inches of movement in close order,
apply a +1 modifier for hand to hand combat. This is a
cumulative modifier and applies in defense as well as
attack; however, it does not apply to figures attacked
from the rear. Figures in close order may use a
reaction to turn the unit (or the rear rank) to face an
enemy behind them, as described in section 5.6.

-2” lateral or oblique movement
-3” for linear obstacle (1” more than base
rules)
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5.4.2

A mounted figure that is wounded is not required to
move at half speed.

Firing

Figures in the second rank and in close order may fire
if the bases are touching as shown in Figure 1(c). Both
ranks must be in close order and touching.

A mounted unit in close order changing direction must
wheel forward and may not pivot on its center.

Figures in close order have 30-degree arc of fire (+/15 degrees left or right of straight ahead).

A mounted unit in close order may use an action to
face about (turn 180 degrees).

When firing at figures in close order, the shooter
reduces range by one band (medium becomes short
and long range becomes medium).

Mounted figures may gallop, drawing three, rather
than two, movement cards, according to the
“Sprinting” rule from the Combat PatrolTM: WWII
Optional Rules Supplement, paragraph 7.2. That rule
is repeated here for convenience.

5.5 Close Order and Morale
Units in close order perform morale checks as one
grade above their normal Guts rating. Note that this
applies to the “Leaders and Morale” rule in Section 4
so that leaders may remove an additional morale
marker above their base Guts rating.

7.2 Sprinting (Supplement)
There are times when a unit may need to move quickly
for a short time, such as making a rush across open
ground to get to cover without being caught in the
open while waiting for its next activation. Before
drawing a card from the Action Deck to determine the
speed of his unit, the player announces that he is going
to sprint. He then draws two cards from the Action
Deck and sums the movement allowances on the two
cards. All the sprinting figures move up to that
movement distance and at the end of the activation
are stunned as they catch their breath from the sprint.
If the sprint or gallop takes them into contact with the
enemy the stun is applied after hand to hand has been
resolved.

Units in close order also apply the “Elite” and “Green”
special cards in the activation deck at one grade
higher. For example, a Green unit on close order would
not lose an activation if its command die number is
preceded by the “Green” card.
To apply these effects at least half, rounded up, of the
unit must be in close order.

5.6 Close Order and Reaction
Close order groups may react to enemy movement as
described in Section 1.9 of the base rules. Figures in
close order make a single Reaction check for all the
figures in the close-order group, rather than individual
Reaction checks for each figure. If the unit leader is
part of the close-order group, this reaction check is
made using the leader’s Guts attribute. If the leader is
not part of the close order group a single Reaction
check is made using the unit’s Reaction attribute. Any
figures in a unit that are not in close order must make
individual Reaction checks.

The decision to sprint may not be rescinded. If after
drawing the first card from the Action Deck, the
player determines that he has enough movement
allowance and does not need to sprint, he still draws
the second card, and his figures are still stunned at the
end of the movement.

6.1.2

6 Mounted Troops
While a mass of horses charging into infantry in the
Napoleonic Wars has some documented advantages, it
is unclear whether an individual on a horse with a
sword has a significant advantage when fighting oneon-one with a dismounted opponent. In Combat
PatrolTM mounted figures apply the rules in the
following section.

The quarter movement speed for close order units also
applies to close order, mounted units.
Mounted figures do not apply a distance penalty for
crossing linear obstacles. They do make the bog checks
described below.

6.1 Mounted Movement
6.1.1

Mounted Movement and Terrain

Terrain movement rate modifiers for rough ground
and linear obstacles are as in the basic rules. Scenario
designers and game masters should identify terrain
that is impassible to mounted troops where applicable.
Mounted movement is summarized on the Unit Record
card.

In addition to the movement rate modifiers, mounted
figures moving in woods or crossing a linear obstacle
must make a bog check as for vehicles in the WW2
rules (section 4.3.4). All bog checks are made for the
unit – only mounted officers make individual checks.
In woods a bog result means that the unit stops half
way through its movement in the woods. Failure of a
bog check for a linear obstacle results in a random
figure (selected using the hit randomizer number on a
second action card) had difficulty crossing the

General

Mounted figures draw two cards, not one, to determine
their maximum movement allowance.
Mounting or dismounting uses an activation. Figures
may not mount or dismount if they are stunned.
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obstacle and finished his move over, but in contact
with, the obstacle. If the unit ended its move just over
the obstacle, mark the figure as stunned.

If a mounted figure in a unit that uses the impetus
modifier does not make contact with an opposing
figure he moves 6” beyond the unit’s point of first
contact, as depicted in Figure 3.

6.2 Mounted Combat
6.2.1

Just as in the basic Combat Patrol™ rules, a figure
that has been defeated in melee backs up, or recoils,

Hand to Hand

6.2.1.1 Impetus:
Mounted figures that attack an enemy are eligible to
use the impetus modifier (described below) only if the
last four inches of their movement into contact is
straight ahead and over open, flat terrain.
6.2.1.2 Rules for Mounted Figures in Hand to Hand:
Add the following hand to hand modifiers for mounted
troops:
•
•

+2 cavalry with impetus
+1 close order (if last 4” of move was in CO)

Weapons ratings for lances:
•
•

+3 for lance, moving (does not require 4” of
movement)
+1 for lance not moving

Mounted figures may use the Reaction rule to counter
charge, whether in open or close order. The counter
charge movement distance is one card. After a
successful Reaction to counter charge movement
should be prorated with that of the charging enemy to
determine the contact point.
Cavalry impetus modifiers apply to both the attacker
and a counter charging defender.
Foot figures may use a Reaction rule to close ranks
(i.e., form a rally square), turn to face the enemy, etc.
Note:
Since cavalry charges will often involve use of
Reaction by the target unit, it is recommended that
cavalry advancing to contact, with or without impetus,
pause its movement at half its allowed distance until
target Reactions have been resolved.
Foot figures may move to contact and hand-to-hand
combat with stationary mounted figures as part of
activation; however, they may not use Reaction to
close with moving mounted figures.
If a lancer figure has a secondary weapon, he may use
it and not the lance in non-moving combat. Once a
lancer has fought without his lance he is assumed to
have dropped it and cannot use it again.

Figure 3: Examples of cavalry movement. In frame A,
British light dragoons prepare to charge French
infantry in open order. The dragoons begin their
movement more than four inches from the enemy, so
the cavalry apply impetus. In frame B, the dragoons
reach the line of contact, the dashed red line.
Dragoons 1 and 2 do no have opponents in their path.
In frame C, dragoon 1 can reach an enemy within 1
inch of his path and closes to contact. Dragoon 2
cannot reach an enemy without deviating more than 1
inch, so it advances 6 inches before stopping.

6.2.1.3 Movement as a Result of Mounted Hand to Hand
The following rules determine the movement of figures
as a result of hand-to-hand combat when at least one of
the units is mounted. These are summarized in Table
2.
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two inches away from the enemy, facing the enemy.
During the first round of melee, cavalry that applied
the impetus modifier must advance. This is different
from the basic rules in which the victorious figure may
advance one inch, over a wall, or through a door or
window.
This represents fast-moving cavalry
attacking an enemy and passing through the enemy’s
formation. This advance occurs even if both the
attacker and defender were in close order.
During this mandatory advance, the cavalry figure
moves along the same line as the last four inches of its
initial “charge” move. It may veer at most one inch to
either side of this “charge” line to run through a gap or
aim at another enemy figure. If the cavalry figure
cannot advance because there is no room or the table
situation does not permit it, the cavalry figure is
stunned as the cavalryman struggles to make his
horse stop on a dime in the midst of a melee. This stun
rule does not apply if the figure’s movement is stopped
by contact with an enemy.

Figure 4: Examples of mounted movement after handto-hand combat. Two dragoons (A) lost their hand-tohand combat, with a wound result, and fell back 2
inches as in the basic rules. A dragoon (B) was
incapacitated, and infantry figure (B1) makes the
optional one-inch advance. Two dragoons (C) wound
their opponent, who falls back 2 inches. The dragoons
advance until there is 1 inch between them and the
opponent (D1). Dragoon (D) incapacitates his
opponent and advances 4 inches into contact with
another opponent. They fight a second round of handto-hand combat without the impetus modifier.
Dragoon (E) and his opponent get a tie result, and
both fall back 2 inches as in the basic rules.

Table 2 - Cavalry Breakthrough
Hand to
Hand Result

With Impetus

Without
Impetus

No opponent

Must advance 6
inches beyond
intended enemy
location

Stop at intended
enemy location

After victory;
defender
wounded

Enemy
withdraws 2
inches; victor
must advance 1
inch beyond,
back to back

Enemy
withdraws 2
inches; victor
may advance 1
inch

After victory;
defender
incapacitated

Victor must
advance 4
inches

Victor may
advance 1 inch

After a tie or
attacker
wounded

Back 2 inches
as in base rules

Back 2 inches as
in base rules

rules, after a melee, no enemy figures should remain
in contact with each other. These rules for movement
after hand-to-hand combat are summarized in Figure
4.
Mounted figures in a unit that uses the impetus
modifier and loses or ties a hand to hand combat fall
back two inches as in the basic rules.
Mounted figures that close to hand-to-hand without
applying the impetus modifier apply the hand-to-hand
retreat and advance rules as in the base Combat
PatrolTM rules.
Mounted figures may use the Reaction rule to pursue
withdrawing enemy. This includes enemy moves as a
result of Guts checks.

A cavalry figure that must advance is placed so that
the rear of its base is one inch beyond the rear of the
base of recoiling figure so that the victorious figure
and the recoiling figure are facing away from each
other. If the enemy is incapacitated and the cavalry
must breakthrough, the cavalry figure advances four
inches. A cavalry figure that must advance will
conduct a second melee if this advance takes it into
contact with an enemy figure. The advancing cavalry
figure will not apply the impetus or close order
modifiers to the second melee. If a cavalry figure is
victorious in this second melee it may advance an inch
as described in the basic rules, but it may not advance
into contact with an enemy figure. Just as in the basic

Retreating foot figures (by morale failure or by
voluntary movement away from the cavalry) caught
from behind by mounted figures’ Reaction moves do
not add their Melee attribute or weapon HtH value to
combat resolution.
If the attack fails, the foot
figures(s) run 2” away from the point of contact and
neither figure is hurt as if the result of the hand-tohand was a tie.
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6.2.2

longer swords, and their bodies often were protected
with armor. When heavy cavalry was in a lose
formation while engaging the enemy, the light cavalry
enjoyed the advantage.
Light cavalrymen were
generally better horsemen and swordsmen and rode
more agile horses.
Where there was space to
maneuver and circle, light cavalrymen (hussars,
chasseurs, light dragoons, etc.) could generally
outfight their heavier opponents. For all these reasons
heavy cavalry were not generally employed for
scouting, screening, pursuit, skirmishing, or escort
duty. Their main role was a shock action during big
battles.

Fire Combat

Fire at a mounted figure is resolved using Rule 7.10.2
from the Combat PatrolTM Optional Rules
Supplement, which is repeated below for convenience.

7.10.2 Shooting at a Mounted Soldier
(Supplement)
When firing at a mounted figure, if a hit is scored, after
determining which figure was hit, where the figure
was hit, and whether it was wounded or incapacitated,
the player must determine if he hit the man or the
horse. Draw a card and consult the ten-sided die icon.
On a “roll” of 1 through 7, the horse is hit; otherwise
the man is hit. Apply the results of the hit as indicated
in the previous card.

Representation of heavy cavalry is really beyond the
scope of the kinds of scenarios these rules are meant
to represent; however, if players want to put heavy
cavalry on the table, they should make the following
adjustments. Heavy cavalry moves more slowly than
light cavalry, so they only draw one movement card
and add four inches. Heavy cavalry should have a
melee value one less than the light cavalry and a +4,
rather than +2 impetus modifier in melee if in close
order. This results in a +1 hand-to-hand advantage on
initial contact and a -1 disadvantage in the resulting
melee. If the heavy cavalry is equipped with armor,
any hits to the torso in melee are ignored.

When a horse is incapacitated or wounded, the rider
may be injured. Draw a card from the Action Deck and
consult the high explosive burst effects section of card.
If a medium burst icon is shown, the figure has been
thrown from the horse and has been injured. Draw
another card to determine if he is wounded or
incapacitated. If there is no medium burst icon the
rider was able to dismount safely from his dead or
wounded horse. Dead and wounded horse are removed
from the table.
Note: The range band modifier for close order targets
(paragraph 5.4.2) applies to close-order, mounted
units.
When mounted figures fire, apply a “column shift” to
the right for firing on horseback, in addition to normal
fire modifiers. Mounted moving fire thus has a total of
three shifts.
Mounted figures may fire when moving without any
effect on rate of fire; they accrue a single out of
ammunition marker.

6.3 Representing Heavy Cavalry (Optional
Rule)
Combat Patrol™: Horse and Musket is designed to
recreate small skirmishes, not major engagements.
Light cavalry was called upon to conduct screening
and reconnaissance missions in advance of the army
and on its flanks and rear. Their mission was to scout
the enemy as the eyes and ears of the army and to
prevent the enemy light cavalry collecting intelligence
about their army’s dispositions and intentions. They
were also designed for foraging and pursuit. As a
result, it is likely that light cavalry will be found in the
kinds of skirmishes intended by these rules.
Heavy cavalrymen were chosen because of their size,
not their horsemanship or swordsmanship. Heavy
cavalry charged in large, close formations, sacrificing
mobility for a massive, irresistible charge and was
deployed as a shock weapon, creating a theoretically
unstoppable force.
In compact formations heavy
cavalry could outreach every opponent with their
7

Up to two non-artillerists can be assigned to the crew
to improve the crew’s strength. Two non-artillerists
count as one artillerist. A single non-artillerist is not
sufficient to raise the crew strength. As an example,
crew that is down to 4 figures (2/3) normally requires
2 activations to reload. Adding two infantrymen puts
the unit above 2/3 strength, meaning that the crew
only requires one activation to reload. If only one
infantryman is added (or two added and one becomes
a casualty), it still takes two activations to reload. To
assign figures to assist gunners move them toward the
gun when their unit activates. When they reach the
gun they become part of the crew and act on the crew
leader’s activation. If the distance traveled takes the
figures out of command relative to their original leader
they fall under the command of the gun leader and will
complete the move on his activation.

7 Artillery
7.1 Moving
Limbered guns draw one Action Card for movement
over open ground and two cards on roads. Movement
in woods or rough terrain is one card, and the unit
must make a bog check treating the terrain as Elite.
Unlimbered (man handled) guns move at one quarter
the speed indicated on an Action Card. Movement in
woods or rough terrain is quartered, and the unit must
make a bog check, treating the terrain as Elite.
Limbered artillery requires an activation to unlimber
then must load before firing. Place an out-of-ammo
marker on the gun after unlimbering – more than one
if the crew is below full strength, as described below.
Artillery requires an action to limber. To do so, the
limber must be within 4 inches of the gun when the
activation card is drawn. If the limber has been moved
beyond 4 inches, one or more actions are required to
return it to the gun, but this may be done on an
activation card before the limber action (while the gun
fires its last round, for example). For command and
control purposes the limber is treated as under the
command of the gun crew leader and must be within
his command radius to perform an action.

The gun may be fired on the activation card after
loading has been completed.

When a limber is within 4 inches of the gun the
standard rules on target area depth applies; therefore,
the limber team will be included in the hit
randomization when the gun crew is fired upon. If the
limber team gets hit, treat it as a single entity, not
individual horses. If the result is a wound, the limber
moves at half speed for the remainder of the game. If
the result is incapacitation, the limber cannot be
moved for the remainder of the game. If the limber is
more than 4 inches from the gun, it is immune to fire
directed at the gun crew and can only be harmed if
targeted directly. Regardless of where the limber is
located relative to the gun, it is never included in
randomization when applying morale results.

This paragraph applies for all types of rounds. The
firing player identifies a target point (e.g., center
figure of a unit or the unit’s standard bearer). Use the
base rules process (1.5.2-2) to determine if shot hits
the target point. Apply modifiers for medium and long
range using the range values in Table 3 - Artillery
Rounds and Ranges.
Use the leader’s Accuracy
attribute if he is present and not stunned; otherwise,
use the crew’s Accuracy value. Do not apply the
modifiers for moving target, wounded shooter, or
leader not present. Moving fire is not permitted. Treat
out-of-ammunition results as simple misses if the
limber is within the leader’s command radius. (Guns
on ships or in fixed emplacements are always
considered to be “in supply.”) If the target point is
missed use the deviation method from the base rules
for indirect fire (3.24.1) to determine the impact point
of shot or path canister, as depicted in Figure 5.

When loading a gun, the player must declare the type
of round (shot, shell, canister, etc.) that is being
loaded. This declaration can be made in secret if
desired, but it must be designated when the round is
loaded. Only that type of round may be fired when the
gun next fires.

7.3 Firing

7.2 Loading
In Combat Patrol™: Horse and Musket, a gun crew
consists of six figures. When the crew has greater than
2/3 strength (i.e., more than 4 un-stunned figures),
the crew can reload the gun with a single activation. If
the crew is reduced to 2/3 and is still greater than 1/3
strength (i.e., 3 or 4 figures), it requires two
activations to reload. With two figures the crew
requires 3 activations to reload. A minimum of two
artillerists is required to operate the gun. Stunned
crew figures reduce crew strength for the purpose of
this rule, but wounded figures do not. When a gun
fires place out of ammunition markers on it to mark
the number of reload actions required. Note: if crew
figures become incapacitated or stunned by fire before
the reload actions are executed, an additional marker
may need to be placed.

The effect of fire depends on the type of round fired
and the nature of the target and is described in the
following paragraphs.
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7.3.1

is in the explosion section, the figure is stunned. If the
troops are in cover1 draw another card to see if cover
had an effect. Any figure hit by solid shot is
automatically incapacitated. If cover was indicated the
figure is stunned. As always morale markers are
accrued for all effective fire.

Solid Shot

7.3.1.1 Firing At Troops
When determining the impact point, do not check to
see if the target point has been hit; all solid shot
rounds deviate. After the impact point has been
determined, resolve the results on troops in its path.
Check for casualties in the unit (if there is one) at the
impact point and for all units that are within 12 inches
past the impact point. If the impact point is behind a
unit it has passed harmlessly over that unit, as
depicted in Figure 6.
If the path of the round crosses the troops, check for
casualties. Flip card for each rank crossed. For figures
in close order, if there is a large explosion, a figure in
that rank has been hit. For figures in close order, a
small explosion icon is needed. If the stun result (!!)

Figure 5: Determining the
point of impact for artillery
fire. The red X is the gun’s
target point. The blue X is
the deviation of the point of
impact determined as in
the basic rules. In this
instance, the blue X
depicts a result that is long
and right three inches.
The green X is a point of
impact that is short and
left three inches. The
colored lines correspond to
the Xs and the track of the
rounds.

Figure 6: The solid shot aim point (gold marker) was
at the center of the front rank of the target unit. The
green and blue makers show the location of deviations
straight back three inches and back right three inches,
respectively. Both the green and blue markers are
beyond the target unit and cause no damage. The red
maker shows a deviation two inches left and back,
which falls within the space occupied by the unit. Both
ranks must check for casualties.
7.3.1.2 Firing at Buildings or Walls
Follow the steps below to resolve the effect of solid
shot fired at troops in a building.

A hit on the target point
(the red X) would affect
the open-order unit and
may affect the close-order
unit beyond the point of
impact, depending on the
type of round fired.

1. Firing player chooses target point - location
along base of the building and the target story.
2. Hit or miss, and deviation are determined
similar to paragraph 3.22 of the base rules
(High Explosives and Blowing holes in
buildings) with the card placed on the face of
the building, as shown in Figure 7.
3. Determine penetration as in 3.22 using the
penetration and protection values below.
4. Non-penetrating has no effect.
5. Penetrating hit has medium template looking
for medium explosions if masonry or log
structure, and small template looking for small
explosions for wooden or similar wall.

A shot deviating to the blue
X goes over the openorder, target unit and falls
short of the formed unit.
The open-order unit is
unaffected, and the closeorder unit may be affected,
depending on the type of
round fired.
A shot that deviates to the
green X is short of the
open-order target unit, and
the track does not cross
the close-order unit. The
effect depends on the type
of round fired.

1 Game masters should identify which terrain features do

not provide cover for solid shot. For example, a hedge or
wooden fence would provide cover against small arms, but
not against sold shot.
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Table 3 - Artillery Rounds and Ranges
Round Shot
Weapon

Canister/Grape

Shell/Spherical Case*
Minimum
Range

Maximum
Range

HE Template

Short

Med.

Long

Short

Med.

Long

< 6# gun

20

40

80

16

24

32

6# gun

35

70

140

24

36

72

72

140

Medium/Large

8# to 12# gun

40

80

160

30

40

80

80

160

Medium/Large

> 12# gun

50

100

200

36

50

100

100

200

Medium/Large

Howitzer

40

80

160

30

40

80

60

160

Medium/Large

Swivel gun

10

20

40

6

12

N/A

Shell/Case

None

None
* Such as shrapnel. Available to British only

6. NOTE: the material of the wall determines the
effect on troops inside, not the size of the
round.
7. There is no effect outside building in any case.

7.3.2

Canister or Grape

7.3.2.1 Firing At Troops
Determine deviation as in paragraph 7.3 above. Left or
right deviations shift the centerline of the canister
swath, as shown in Figure 5. Deviation is measured
from the end of the medium range band, not the
intended aim point, regardless of the target location.

To determine the weapon penetration value, use half
the shot weight (e.g., a 6 pounder has penetration of
3). Structures of masonry or log construction have
protection rating of 8. Wood frame structures have
protection rating of 6. Dirt embankments cannot be
penetrated by artillery.

In actuality these weapons had a much smaller cone of
effect that is typically depicted in most wargames
rules. The canister swath, as shown in the canister
template (Figure 8), is approximated by a series of
three narrow rectangles with their widths increasing
in each band.

If a round is short and ricochets into the face of the
building reduce penetration by 2.

To resolve canister casualties, drawn an Action Card
for each figure within the canister swath of the
weapon and consult the Hit Indicator Section. Guns
smaller than six pounders are Green attacks
(regardless of the Accuracy of the gun crew); guns
between 6 and 12 pounders, inclusive, are resolved as
Regular; and guns larger than 12 pounders are
resolved as Elite. Apply appropriate shifts for medium
and long range. For each figure that is hit, check for
cover and severity of damage in the same manner as
for small arms.
If any figures are within the first half of the shortrange band, they are automatically hit. Do not check
the hit indicator; skip directly to seeing if cover may
have protected the figure and the severity of the
wound.

Figure 7: Example deviation against the side of a
building. In this example, the player has chosen to
aim solid shot at the center of the second story of this
building, as marked by the green dot. He draws an
Action Card to hit that spot using Accuracy of Regular
and medium range (i.e., he needed 3 bullet holes to get
a hit). He misses. Then he draws the card shown in
the figure for deviation, resulting in three inches down
and left from the intended point, as shown by the red
dot.

If more than one unit is in the canister swath attack
each one in turn using the above method. For any unit
after the first add one column shift to the attacks.
7.3.2.2 Firing at Buildings or Walls
When firing canister or grape at a building, the target
point of the building may be at any point along its face,
but must be on the first floor. Canister or grape have
no effect on the structure itself. Troops inside get the
benefit of cover as they would for small arms fire.
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7.3.3

Common Shell or Spherical Case

Common shell and spherical case (shrapnel) rounds
have a minimum range that is very long relative to
most skirmish game tables. These rounds cannot be
used at targets closer than the minimum ranges listed
in Table 3.
7.3.3.1 Firing at Troops
All shell and spherical case fire is at long range.
Resolve fire as in paragraph 7.3, but if the shot misses
use 3 times the deviation distance on the Action Card.
The effect on the target is resolved as in the base rules
for high explosive using the template listed for the
weapon in Table 3.
Shrapnel tends to travel in the direction of flight of the
round. For this reason, use the cone-like portions of
the HE blast templates as shown in Figure 3-8 of the
basic rules for shrapnel. Place the narrow end of the
cone where the spherical case exploded. Determine
the effects of shrapnel for those figures in the
indicated “cone.” Use the full blast template for shell.
7.3.3.2 Firing at Buildings or Walls
When fired at buildings, the key difference between
common shell and spherical case (a.k.a. shrapnel) is
that while shell is basically a bomb, spherical case has
a charge that is only big enough to burst the case and
release the bullets within. Neither shell nor spherical
case rounds have any effect on structures.
If the round lands outside the building in a position
that has the building within the appropriate HE blast
template, troops inside get cover as if fired upon by
small arms fire. Use only the cone-like portions of the
HE blast templates for shrapnel and the full blast
template for shell.
If the round hits the roof of a building, determine
whether the round penetrates treating the roof as
wood frame structure (protection of six) and using
zero for the round’s penetration value. If the round
penetrates the roof, apply attacks to all figures in the
uppermost floor. For shell use the HE burst template
indicated in Table 3. For spherical case if the round
penetrates the roof apply attacks using small
explosions regardless of the template size specified in
Table 3. For a non-penetrating round apply attacks to
figures on the roof, if any, using the HE burst template
indicated in Table 3.

Figure 8: Determining the Area of Effect of Canister or
Grape Shot. The area of effect for canister or grape
shot is a series of three rectangles with increasing
widths, 2, 4, and 8 inches from the centerline. Draw
an Action Card for each figure that falls within this
zone and resolve effects as described in Section
7.3.2.1.
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skilled and fearsome fighters, for good reasons;
however, when allied to white armies their
participation only lasted as long as they perceived
greater benefit than risk. They were also apt to follow
whatever opportunity arose rather than follow the
orders of white officers.

8 Non-Standard Unit Types
This section presents guidance for including nonstandard unit types in your scenarios.

8.1 Engineers (Sappers/Pioneers)
The construction of fortifications is beyond the scope
of Combat PatrolTM. There are, however, a number of
other functions performed by engineers that can be
reproduced during a game. For example, a scenario
might have engineers preparing charges to destroy a
bridge or other structure while other troops try to stop
or protect them.

Make the following changes for Indian units.
1. Do not half the speed of Indians moving
through the woods.
2. Close order is prohibited.
3. Indians start the scenario hidden. Use rule
3.17 (or optional rule 7.12) for spotting
Indians. Other units may start hidden or
spotted as applicable to the scenario. If using
rule 7.12, shooting a bow does not result in the
shooter being automatically spotted.
4. Non-Indian leaders cannot swap dice with
Indian units.
5. Set Indians’ Melee value 1 point higher than
regular troops.
6. Set Indians’ Endurance attribute to 1; once
wounded they will not risk further injury for
someone else’s battle. They may not be dead or
incapacitated, per se, but they are out of the
battle.
7. When an Indian unit is within 5 inches of a unit
that is in the open and that the Game Master
determines to be ‘vulnerable’ that Indian unit
must use its activation to move into hand-tohand combat. A unit might be considered
vulnerable if its number is much smaller than
the Indian unit, if most figures are stunned or
wounded, etc.
8. If a morale result states that one figure does
something (runs for cover, stunned, charges,
etc.) flip another card and check the number of
the hit randomizer. That number of figures is
affected by the morale result, rather than a
single figure.
9. When an Indian unit is reduced below half of its
original number, the unit quits the field and is
removed from the table.

For a case like the scenario described above, the Game
Master must assume that the engineers have
sufficient materials to destroy the target. The Game
Master must determine a predetermined or random
number of activations required to emplace the
explosives. When the engineer attempts to set off the
explosives, draw an Action Card, consulting the hit
indicator section of the card. If the result is all miss
symbols, the explosives failed to detonate; otherwise,
they detonated properly, and the bridge or other
structure is destroyed.
Engineers with axes can be used to assist the storming
of gates or doors. Assign an “Endurance value” to the
gate or door, which is the number of successful attacks
required to destroy it. The door of a house might have
Endurance of two, and a town gate might have five or
higher. For each engineer with an axe in contact with
the gate or door conduct a hand-to-hand attack. Use
the engineers’ Melee attribute value and the axe handto-hand (HtH) value (3) from Table 1. The door’s
values are zero for both its Melee attribute and its HtH
value. If the engineer wins the hand-to-hand combat
with the door, reduce its Endurance is by one. When
the Endurance reaches zero, the door is breached. If
the engineer loses the hand-to-hand combat, he failed
to damage the door.

8.2 Indians
In War of 1812 scenarios, groups of Indian allies may
support of one or both sides. Indians are regarded as
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